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Three full-length Amazon bestselling fantasy novels in one collection:

The Tower's Alchemist (now being adapted to screenplay!)

Dark Rift

Circadian Circle.

Be a spy. Save the world.

If only it were that simple.

The Nazis have unleashed occult forces throughout Europe, and the Allies are forced to recruit wizards to
help them fight in the streets of Europe and in the shadows.

Among them is the battle weary spy, Isabella George, a Gray Tower dropout trained in Alchemy. Longing
for retirement and a life of peace, she accepts one final job–extract a deadly warlock from Nazi occupied
France and prevent him from unleashing an alchemical weapon that will devour the continent.

But France is crawling with the Cruenti, vampiric warlocks who feed off other wizards. When things don’t
go according to plan, one Cruenti sets his deadly eyes on her.

Plans within plans. Plots versus counter-plots. Heists gone wrong, Vatican wizards, and the greatest
manipulation of history that has ever been seen, is just a taste of what Isabella George is in for, in this action-
packed supernatural spy thriller.
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From Reader Review The Gray Tower Trilogy: Books 1-3 for online
ebook

Marie says

I love this trilogy so much! I got captivated from the start and couldn't put it down until the end. The story is
interesting and even more so because it mixes a magic world with our History. I love the possibility of
something different this way. The main character is strong and not whiny even though she goes through
some very unpleasant adventures. I could relate to her and it made me feel good. The books are filled with
action throughout and I didn't want it to end. Overall a great read that I'd look forward to read again!

Jan Frew says

I didn't really read the entire trilogy. I barely made it through Book 1. I found the story lacking in detail and
interest. The magic is minimally explained, and left me with lots of questions, which soon led to disinterest. I
kept reading, thinking that it would get better. It didn't. I guess the heroine is supposed to be likeable, but
there is nothing that makes her so. We don't get to know her. What is she thinking? Why? I won't be reading
books 2 and 3.

Mr Anthony J May says

Light weird war two

Good book I was kept captivated to finish. Not fully weird war two but it had some elements of vampires an
black wolves plus spying in occupied France.

Dawn Marie says

It's one of those books that once I started, I just couldn't stop reading it. I am amazed that I purchased this
book for only .99 cents because of BookBub and that while the description sounded interesting and fun, I did
not expect it to be nearly as good as it was. The characters were complex, the storyline was intense, and
throughout the entire series it had you wondering what would happen next. During World War II, it was
interesting to hear of Wizards training and fighting against Warlocks, Cruenti, and Black Wolves while the
Wizards feared what was called the "Drifter." There were so many interesting twists and turns and it is
definitely one of the fewest books I've read that had me read the entire series within 2-2 1/2 weeks while also
having to split my focus on my college books and papers. Definitely a must read for Fantasy lovers.

Melissa Kelly says

Fascinating



Brilliant blend of historical fiction and fantasy. The mix of WWII with magic is very well done. The
characters are well fleshed. This would be a great book for high school students on up to adult readers.

Denise says

Nice Changr

I did not know what two expect from this title. Once I started reading I could not stop. Glad I picked up the
trio.

Viena says

I loved the premise but found the story to be lacking. I did read them all but it wasn't a favorite.

Jane Tapley says

A good read!

I loved having a strong women main character that was real with fears and worries that made the workings of
the story eventful. It was fun to leave the everyday world into a ever moving fantasy. The end gave me back
my world at a time I didn't want the story to end.

Sue Lyssa Stone Shaffer says

Must read

There are books that simply must be read, these are an example. Set during World War ll this trilogy will
haunt and keep you coming back for more.

Alesha Escobar says

September 27 - October 4 grab this 3-book collection for only 0.99¢ at major online retailers!


